
 

II Galicia Graves Double bass Competition 2016 Rules: 

Students of all countries and levels are welcomed to participate or the bass players finished to 

study last year 2013-2014. 

Two prizes categories: 

- Galicia Graves Performance Prize (all students, all ages and habilities) 

- Galicia Graves Young Talent Award (all students 14 or under) 

The prize can be vacant. 

- Selection Round:  

Send a video recorded any medium (computer, phone....) with good quality sound (ONE video 

for competitor and in ONE TRACK, not edited) where you include your name, age and category 

you participate (Young Talent Award or Performance Prize) and a FREE CHOICE PIECE or two 

movements from a bigger work. The entire length of the video should be between 3 and 8 

minutes. Send it to galiciagraves@gmail.com  

Piano accompaniment it´s not provided. 

Documentaion required: ID copy, student accreditation from your current school and an 

authorization (in case you qre under 18, a tutor authorization needed) to publish your video  

on Galicia Graves´s Youtube Channel. 

DEADLINE to send your video is the 10th January 2016. Inscriptions are FREE of charge. 

The finalists will be announced at Galicia Graves Facebook page on 15
th

 January 2016 and 

emailed to the admitted participants. Please check that email address: 

galiciagraves@gmail.com is not as spam at your email server. 

- Final Round:  

Successful candidates have to play a Imposed work by Teppo Hauta-aho in both categories to 

commemorate his 75th anniversary. 

For Galicia Graves Young Talent Award aspirants (Under 14) the work will be “Erkon Elegia”. 

For Galicia Graves Performance Prize aspirants (Over 14) the imposed work will be “Kadenza” 

and a second piece to choose from: 

 



- “Capriccio Nº 2” (David Anderson). 

- “The transience of life” (Simón García). 

- “Motivy” (Emil Tabakov). 

- 2 contrasting movements of “Suite im Alten Stil” (Hans Fryba). 

Photocopying  scores will NOT be accepted on stage. 

Final Round of 2016 Galicia Graves Competition will be in Culleredo (Spain) at the Gustav 

Mahler Concert Hall of Culleredo´s Conservatory of Music on 19th February 2016. 

Will be a maximum of  4 finalists for each categories. 

Galicia Graves do not pay expenses for the candidate. 

PRIZE:  

Diploma for finalists and winners. 

- Galicia Graves Performance Prize: products provided from our sponsors valued in 900 

€ and take part as soloist at the final event at Galicia Graves International Double bass 

Festival on 21th February 2016. 

- Galicia Graves Young Talent Award: products provided from our sponsors valued in 

500 € and take part as soloist at the final event at Galicia Graves International Double 

bass Festival on 21th February 2016. 

Jury: 

- Selection Round: Diego Zecharies and Simón García. 

- Final Round: Teppo hauta-aho, Thierry Barbé, Giorgi Makhoshvili, Diego Zecharies and Simón 

García. 

Composer in Residence: 

Teppo Hauta-aho. 

Galicia Graves 2016 is Sponsored by: 

 

 

 


